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AVA® and Healthcare
AVA® LVT enhances
the healthcare
experience by
delivering beauty
and style affordably,
as well as low
maintenance,
to stay looking new.

According to a recent article in a leading flooring
magazine, “Patient satisfaction surveys no longer point to just
better food, more blankets and single-occupant rooms ...”.

AVA® LVT and Sheet flooring is ideally suited to deliver a
better healthcare experience.
Of all the flooring options available to designers and architects

Higher quality healthcare experiences are desired by

of clinics, hospitals, hospice facilities, physician offices and other

everyone. As a result, the quality and style of flooring

health-related spaces, AVA® delivers numerous advantages

in healthcare facilities becomes an even more important

– many simply by virtue of its construction.

decision.

2.

Vinyl backing layer
with high resistance
to pressure

Middle vinyl layer
for extra stability
and support

Printed layer to recreate
the look and texture of
natural materials

Transparent vinyl
wear layer that’s
extremely durable

AMP coating for added scratch,
stain, scuff, abrasion and
fade resistance with
anti-bacterial protection

AVA® is engineered to be the
finest LVT for healthcare facility specification.
Shown is an example of AVA® flexible glue down
flooring designed for installation with adhesive.

AVA® is produced in a zero-landfill manufacturing facility, where all
processing water and all production waste are 100% recycled in a closed
loop system. With our low-carbon production, we have decreased 78%
of steam consumption and use 100% natural gas. Over 85% of our raw
materials are sourced within 500 miles of our plant. All Novalis® flooring is
100% recyclable and is made with 100% virgin vinyl that is 100% phthalate
free. All our products are REACH and CE compliant, FloorScore® certified
and are reported with transparency by means of Health Product Declaration
(HPD), Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) and Declare® labeling.

3.

Anatomy of LVT

AVA® LVT has these advantages

There are many variations of construction, but all LVT

• Durable and long lasting

flooring has one thing in common: layers that are fused

• Superb design aesthetic and authentic

together under heat and pressure to make a tough, durable

reproduction of natural materials, such as

flooring product.

wood or stone
• Low care and maintenance

However, not all LVT flooring is made alike. As
with any product, the critical differences are found in the

• Ease of installation and ownership

quality of materials that go into the LVT, how the LVT is made

• 100% phthalate free

and the experience of the maker.

Eye Doctors of Lancaster require durable flooring solutions
such as AVA® LVT that can handle high traffic wear patterns.

AVA® LVT is an excellent flooring specification for common areas such as
hallways, reception areas and nurses’ stations because of its easy care and
maintenance.
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The AVA® DSGN® plank collection features 24 wood styles available in three
options: Glue Down (6” x 48”), Loose Lay (9” x 48”), and 5G Clic (7” x 48”).

AVA DSGN
®

™
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AVA® SNSE® design can turn hallways and corridors into a
visually exciting space that performs well under high foot traffic.

AVA® SNSE® specified by Barnes Gibson
Partners Architects for LaGrange College
School of Nursing, LaGrange, Georgia.

AVA® SNSE® colors can be used to make a
fun and exciting environment for pediatrician or
pediatric dentist waiting areas.
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The AVA® SNSE™ collection comes in 8 flowing
grain saturated colors and 8 flowing grain
complementary neutrals. Tiles are 12” x 24”
and are 100% phthalate free.

7.

Courtesy of Tisha Saunders
Designer: Beth at Blue Fox Designs

AVA® DSGN® stone design tiles were
used to create the striking pattern in this
physician office suite.

AVA® DSGN® Tuscany Oak Snow looks clean
and clinical, yet with a warm and friendly feel in
exam rooms.
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AVA DSGN
®
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The AVA® DSGN™ tile collection comes in 8 stone and concrete styles
that are available in three formats: Glue Down (12” x 24”), Loose Lay
(18” x 36”), and 5G Clic (12” x 24”). All come with a 10-year
commercial warranty.

9.

AVA® SPRK™ color way
choices allow the floor to
become an integral part of the
space design as in this
physician office waiting room.

AVA® SPRK™ is an ideal way to create
colorful patterns.
Explore all the possibilities of AVA® by visiting AVAFlor.com and using
our Room Visualizer.
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AVA SPRK
®
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The AVA® SPRK™ collection is made up of 38 color ways in 18” x 18”
dry back tiles with 20mil wear layer and antimicrobial protection. Tiles
are 2.5 mm thick and straight-edged. And as with all AVA® flooring,
SPRK™ is FloorScore® certified and 100% phthalate free.
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AVA® NTRGE™ collection is a PVC-Free Sheet that is 4.59’ x 65’ for glue
down installation. It has excellent stain, chemical and scratch resistance
and is easy to clean with no waxing needed. NTRGE™ comes with a
10-Year Commercial Warranty.

™

TPU FOAM BASE
LAYER FOR EASE OF
INSTALLATION AND
COMFORT UNDER FOOT

TPU PRINTED LAYER TO
RECREATE THE LOOK OF
NATURAL MATERIALS

Choose from 8 richly-designed wood plank
looks in this Resilient Sheet collection from
AVA®. NTRGE™ is available in 4.59’ x 65’ rolls
for glue down installation and engineered to be
as durable as it is beautiful.

HETEROGENEOUS TPU
CONSTRUCTION &
GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION

TPU WEAR LAYER
THAT’S EXTREMELY
DURABLE

PU COATING THAT RESISTS
SCRATCHES, STAINS, SCUFFS,
ABRASIONS AND IS FADE
RESISTANT WITH ANTIMICROBIAL
PROTECTION

PVC
FREE

AVA SNRGY
®
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AVA® SNRGY™ collection is a PVC-Free Sheet that is 4.59’ x 65’ for glue
down installation. It has excellent stain, chemical and scratch resistance
and is easy to clean with no waxing needed. SNRGY™ comes with a
10-Year Commercial Warranty.

™

When a PVC-Free solution is desired,
choose from the 8 stone looks found in our
AVA® SNRGY™ Sheet collection. All have
antimicrobial protection and are REACH and
California Prop 65 compliant.

Choose the right AVA® solution for your next project.
See them all at AVAFlor.com.
AVA® is a Commercial Specified Resilient Flooring
collection made by Novalis® Innovative Flooring.
With worldwide sales offices and distribution partners, Novalis is a leader in the design and
manufacturing of innovative and sustainable resilient flooring. Established in 1984, Novalis has
developed a diverse range of designs and products that have won numerous awards and are
recognized by the industry as setting the benchmark in LVT.
AVA® is a trademark of Novalis® Innovative Flooring
© 2018 Novalis® Innovative Flooring
For more information about AVA® visit AVAFlor.com or call 877-861-5292

